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Decentralization cost in two-machine job-shop scheduling with minimum
flow-time objective

Yossi Bukchin and Eran Hanany

Department of Industrial Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

ABSTRACT
A decentralized two-machine job-shop system is considered, where each machine minimizes its
own flow-time objective. Analyzing the system as a non-cooperative game, we investigate the
Decentralization Cost (DC), the ratio in terms of the system flow-time between the best Nash equi-
librium and the centralized solution. Settings generating significant inefficiency are identified and
discussed. We provide bounds on the maximal DC, and prove they are tight for two-job problems.
For larger problems, we use a cross entropy meta-heuristic that searches for DC maximizing job
durations. This supports the tightness of the proposed bounds for a flow-shop. Additionally, for a
flow-shop, a simple, scheduling-based mechanism is proposed, which always generates efficiency.
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1. Introduction

The traditional scheduling literature has been concerned
with a centralized system managed by a single Decision
Maker (DM), and has suggested optimization models and
heuristics to minimize objectives such as makespan, flow-
time, tardiness and others (Pinedo, 2002). In reality, how-
ever, quite often several DMs are involved in the scheduling
decision process, each aiming at maximizing their own util-
ity. Accordingly, in recent years there has been a growing
literature that studies decentralized scheduling systems. A
decentralized process, whereby decisions made by some or
all DMs are influenced by those made by other DMs, can be
modeled using game theory approaches. The literature to
date combining multiple DMs and scheduling decisions con-
siders single or parallel (identical, related or unrelated)
machines/resources, where DMs could be either jobs or
machines (this literature is further discussed later in the
Introduction). However, in many real-world situations the
scheduling problem is more general.

In this article, we consider a decentralized setting of mul-
tiple DMs in a job-shop environment, whereby each DM
manages a different resource serving multiple jobs, and each
job passes along a predetermined route consisting of several
resources. In doing so we provide the first model and ana-
lysis of decentralized job-shop settings. To address these
issues we take a non-cooperative game-theoretic approach
and analyze a decentralized setting where the centralized
objective is total flow-time minimization. The scheduling
decisions on each of two resources are taken by the corre-
sponding resource manager.

We are interested in studying the efficiency loss that
might be obtained due to decentralization alone, namely,

how much worse should a manager expect the system to
perform when it is decentralized rather than centralized.
Additionally, we ask what changes, if any, would be required
in the managerial policy in the case where the system was in
fact decentralized. To isolate the efficiency loss, we assume
that the objective function of each resource manager is of
the same type as the objective function of the system,
namely, the flow-time objective on their own resource. The
flow-time for each resource is defined by the sum of flow-
times over all jobs on this resource. The flow-time of a job
on a resource is defined by the difference between the com-
pletion time of the job on this resource and the ready time
(release time) of the job, i.e., the time the job was available
at the resource site. It should be noted that, since a job’s
flow-time is the sum of the job’s processing time plus wait-
ing time, where the processing time does not depend on the
scheduling decisions, the resource manager aims at complet-
ing each job as soon as it is available at the resource, namely
to minimize each job’s waiting time. The flow-time objective
of each resource manager may be a direct consequence of
appropriate incentives provided by the system manager. We
consider a static problem, in which all jobs are simultan-
eously ready at their respective initial machine at time 0.
We also consider the special case of a flow-shop setting, in
which all jobs have the same route. All the parameters of
the model are commonly known to the DMs.

Real-world applications that motivate the studied model
can be found in either the production or service industries.
Consider first, for example, a construction project, in which
multiple apartments or houses (jobs), depending on the
exact type of project, are built by several subcontractors
(resources/machines). Each subcontractor is responsible for
a specific operation, such as foundation and external
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activities, floors and walls, cladding, electric installation, alu-
minum/steel/wooden windows, etc. The system as a whole
operates like a job-shop, with the following two variations:
when an apartment complex is concerned, the process is
typically a flow-shop, as each job follows the same or similar
sequence along the subcontractors; when houses are con-
cerned, the process is more versatile, as each customer may
have different requirements, in which case the building
sequence is expected to be more diverse as in a classic job-
shop setting. The project manager is interested in complet-
ing each apartment/house as soon as possible, since the
payment from the customer depends on the completion
time. Hence, the objective function of the project manager is
to minimize the sum of completion times of all apartments/
houses, namely the sum of jobs’ flow-times. To this end, the
manager motivates each subcontractor by proposing appro-
priate incentives to complete their part of the operation in
each apartment as soon as possible (machine flow-time),
where the flow-time duration is measured from the point in
time where the apartment/house was available to the sub-
contractor (ready time). Such incentives may take the form
of a contract with each subcontractor that pays them a
decreasing function of the flow-time (or just the waiting
time) of each job for this subcontractor. Also, in order to
aid the subcontractors in making their decisions, the man-
ager shares all the relevant information (job routing and
processing times) among them.

A different example, now related to a service industry,
concerns an outpatient clinic activity where patients arrive
in the morning for a series of examinations such as periodic
medical checkups, or pre-admission testing (prior to sur-
gery). The system aims at minimizing the flow-time or wait-
ing time of the patients. However, since these examinations
may be undertaken in different departments/centers, the
order within each department is determined internally
depending on its own objective, which may reasonably be
measured by the flow-time within the department. To
implement this objective, the system manager may regularly
monitor the flow-time of each department as a Key
Performance Indicator.

In both examples, a main research question then con-
cerns the extent to which the decentralized decision making
process will impair the global centralized flow-time solution.
One may maintain the decentralized outcome when it is
close to being optimal for the system; however, when ineffi-
ciency is significant, introduction of an improving mechan-
ism from the system’s point of view might be worthwhile,
even when additional costs are required.

The objective of this article is to analyze our two-
machine job-shop environment in terms of the
Decentralization Cost (DC), coined by Bukchin and Hanany
(2007), known in the literature also as the Price of Stability
(PoS) (Anshelevich et al., 2008), i.e., the ratio between the
best decentralized Nash equilibrium solution and the cen-
tralized optimal solution. We show that although the system
manager and each of the two resource managers aim to
minimize the same type of objective function, namely flow-
time, the decentralized system may be inefficient with high

values of DC or PoS. We investigate the maximal DC (or
PoS) over all possible processing durations for a given num-
ber of jobs. For flow-shop settings we find the maximal DC
for the case of two jobs; for a general number of jobs we
provide intuition for the sources of inefficiency and a con-
jecture on the maximal DC. More specifically, we show that
large DC values are obtained when the job processing dura-
tions are inversely related on the two machines, close to
each other on machine 1 and significantly different on
machine 2. We name such settings as flow-shop misaligned,
and provide insights for why they lead to inefficiency. The
DC obtained may be as high as 1.42. Flow-shop misaligned
settings may occur in practice when variability of processing
durations is low on machine 1 and high on machine 2. For
job-shop settings, we present a typical structure of jobs that
leads to large values of DC. According to this structure, half
of the jobs start at machine 1 and continue to machine 2,
and the other half follow the opposite flow. The job dura-
tions are almost identical, however, slightly higher on the
second machine in the processing order. We show analytic-
ally that the obtained DC value may be as high as 1.5.
Following this analysis we are able to draw managerial
insights on the merit of intervention by a centralized DM,
or the implementation of an improving mechanism.
Managers within such decentralized systems may wish to
implement strategies that overcome the inherent inefficiency.
To this end, for flow-shop settings, we suggest a simple,
scheduling-based mechanism, that requires the system man-
ager to utilize information only about the machines’ sched-
uling actions, and does not involve any knowledge of the
processing durations of any of the jobs on any machine. We
show that this mechanism always yields the central-
ized solution.

In the remainder of the Introduction we discuss the cur-
rent literature on scheduling games. The first papers that
combined game theory and scheduling were based on
cooperative games, analyzing the possibility and benefit of
cooperation among players competing on a common
resource. Curiel et al. (1989) initiated this line of research
by proposing the single machine sequencing game, in which
several jobs, each belonging to a different agent, must be
processed on a single machine. The authors suggest that an
allocation rule induced by a cooperative game can allocate
the cost saving that results from the coalitions’ decisions to
move from the initial sequence to an optimal one. This
model has been extended to consider ready times of the jobs
(Hamers et al., 1995), due dates (Borm et al., 2002), multiple
parallel identical machines (Hamers et al., 1999), more gen-
eral interchanges (Slikker, 2006) and outsourcing operations
to a third party (Aydinliyim and Vairaktarakis, 2010, 2013).
Other cooperative game scheduling models are surveyed in
Borm et al. (2001), Curiel et al. (2002), Chen and Hall
(2007), Hall and Liu (2008), and Aydinliyim and
Vairaktarakis (2011).

There has also been a growing literature on non-coopera-
tive games in supply chains (Cachon, 2003) and scheduling
(Heydenreich et al., 2007) settings, as it is natural to assume
that DMs may not cooperate with each other when making
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decisions. In the majority of the literature, the jobs or cus-
tomers (job owners) are modeled as players, and the make-
span objective is considered in a complete information
setting. Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou (1999) and others
(see e.g., Nisan et al. (2007)) analyzed scheduling environ-
ments by means of congestion games (Rosenthal, 1973),
whereby each job is represented by a DM choosing a
machine from a set of related parallel machines, and all jobs
are processed and released as a batch. Under the objective
of minimum makespan and complete information they
provided bounds for the Price of Anarchy (PoA)
(Papadimitriou, 2001), the ratio of the worst equilibrium to
the optimal solution. Analogue bounds were provided by
Christodoulou et al. (2004) and Immorlica et al. (2005) and
others for sequencing settings with unrelated/related
machines, where jobs are released immediately upon proc-
essing completion. Bukchin and Hanany (2007) analyzed a
different setting whereby each DM owns a set of jobs and
may choose between processing on a common in-house
resource or on a slower, but uncapacitated, subcontractor,
i.e., a setting of related machines. Under the minimum indi-
vidual and system total flow-time objective they investigated
the DC, provided bounds on it, found numerically DC val-
ues of up to around 1.35 and proposed a coordinating
mechanism based solely on scheduling decisions, i.e., with
no monetary transfers between the players. Agussurja et al.
(2009) analyze the PoS for identical machines. Correa and
Queyranne (2012) provide bounds for the PoA under the
weighted completion time objective in a setting where DMs,
each having a single job, choose between related machines
each only capable of processing a subset of jobs. Hoeksma
and Uetz (2011) provide bounds for a related problem with
a sum of completion times. Lee et al. (2012) consider coord-
ination mechanisms for scheduling on parallel machines of
job agents, each holding one job, and provide bounds for
the PoA under various objectives. Vairaktarakis (2013) and
Vairaktarakis and Aydinliyim (2017) consider a set of manu-
facturers, all of which can subcontract part of their workload
to a third party under the makespan objective. Vairaktarakis
and Aydinliyim (2017) develop centralized schedules that
serve as benchmarks in evaluating the decentralized, pure
Nash equilibrium schedules analyzed in Vairaktarakis (2013)
given several incentive protocols for production. Hezarkhani
and Kubiak (2015) build on Vairaktarakis (2013) by allow-
ing an agent to use more than one interval on the subcon-
tractor’s machine, and develop coordinating pricing
schemes. Braat et al. (2019) and Hamers et al. (2019) ana-
lyze the PoA and the DC/PoS when agents owning sets of
jobs process them on identical, parallel machines under the
sum of completion times objective.

Environments in which agents compete on a common
resource were also investigated via auction games, in which
the resource owner allocates time slots to the agents based
on their bidding (see e.g., Kutanoglu and Wu (1999),
Wellman et al. (2001), Dewan and Joshi (2002), and Reeves
et al. (2005)). For further discussion of literature on non-
cooperative scheduling games see Hall and Liu (2008) and
Aydinliyim and Vairaktarakis (2011).

Nisan and Ronen (2001) initiate a line of research on
mechanism design of centralized scheduling in settings
where DMs have private information and the proposed
mechanism uses money transfers between the DMs to
induce truthful information provision to the central man-
ager. A mechanism design approach achieving truth revela-
tion and/or non-costly money transfers to the central
manager (i.e., money transfers that add up to zero) is not
always possible in general (J�ehiel and Moldovanu, 2001),
specifically when the private information is multi-dimen-
sional such as when DMs own more than one job (Hain
and Mitra (2004) propose a non-costly mechanism in a sin-
gle machine setting with DMs each owning a single job).

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe our model of decentralized job-shop
scheduling, including several examples demonstrating the
properties of Nash equilibrium outcomes compared with
centralized optimal outcomes. In Section 3 we analyze the
DC for flow-shop settings, and provide a simple mechanism
that eliminates the inefficiency. In Section 4 we undertake a
similar analysis for job-shop settings and provide a signifi-
cant lower bound, suggesting that the DC should not be
ignored. We complement the analysis with a numerical
study of the DC. Section 5 concludes.

2. Modeling decentralized minimum flow-
time scheduling

Consider J � 2 jobs j 2 f1, ::, Jg to be processed in serial on
two machines m 2 f1, 2g, with processing durations
tðj,mÞ � 0: As in job-shop scheduling settings, each job may
require its own different route and is available at the system
at time 0 to be processed on the initial machine. Denote by
p(j, m) the machine preceding m in job j’s processing order,
with the convention that pðj,mÞ ¼ 0 when j starts at m:
Denote by Jm the number of jobs that start at machine m,
thus J1 þ J2 ¼ J: We consider a non-cooperative game, where
the players are the machines and each machine m determines
its own processing sequence permutation independently
from the other machine. Denote by qðo,mÞ 2 f1, ::, Jg the
job sequenced to be processed in the oth position on
machine m, and correspondingly oj,m 2 f1, ::, Jg denotes the
position in the sequence on this machine for job j, satisfying
qðoj,m,mÞ ¼ j: Machine m’s pure strategy is the sequence
q(o, m) for all o, denoted by qm. A pure strategy profile is
therefore a (system) sequence q(o, m) for all o and m,
denoted by q ¼ ðq1, q2Þ: Given a sequence q, we say that a
precedence cycle occurs in q when there exists two jobs j1, j2
for which pðj1, 1Þ ¼ pðj2, 2Þ ¼ 0 and oj1, 1 > oj2, 2 but oj1, 2 <
oj2, 2: When no precedence cycle occurs in a q, each job j
starts its processing on machine m as soon as it arrives to the
machine and its preceding job on this machine, qðoj,m �
1,mÞ, completed its processing. Upon processing completion
on machine m, the job immediately arrives to the next
machine in its processing order or leaves the system.
Therefore the starting time, sqðj,mÞ, of job j on machine m
in sequence q is defined as follows: if no precedence cycle
occurs in q, then sqðj,mÞ is defined recursively as
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sqðj,mÞ � maxfsqðj, pðj,mÞÞ
þ tðj, pðj,mÞÞ, sqðqðoj,m � 1,mÞ,mÞ
þ tðqðoj,m � 1,mÞ,mÞg, (1)

with initial conditions sqðj, 0Þ ¼ tðj, 0Þ ¼ sqð0,mÞ ¼
tð0,mÞ ¼ qð0,mÞ ¼ 0 for all j and m; otherwise, sqðj,mÞ �
1: The first term within this maximum is the completion
time of job j on the machine preceding m in this job’s proc-
essing order (equal to zero when m is the first machine).
The second term is the completion time of the job preceding
job j on machine m (equal to zero when j is the first job).
Each machine m determines its sequence qm with the object-
ive of minimizing its own total flow-time, i.e., the sum of
completion times minus ready times on machine m:

Fqm �
XJ

j¼1

ðsqðj,mÞ þ tðj,mÞÞ

�
XJ

j¼1

ðsqðj, pðj,mÞÞ þ tðj, pðj,mÞÞÞ, (2)

taking the other machine’s sequence q�m as given. Formally:

Definition 1. A sequence q is a (pure) Nash equilibrium if

Fqm � Fðq
0
m , q�mÞ

m

for each machine m and all its sequences q0m:

It follows that equilibrium corresponds to simultaneously
deciding on the scheduling of all jobs on each machine,
with interdependent ready times, to minimize flow-time.

It is possible that no pure Nash equilibrium exists, in
which case a mixed Nash equilibrium will exist (Nash,
1950). In a mixed Nash equilibrium, each machine m choo-
ses a mixed sequence strategy, i.e., chooses a probability dis-
tribution pqm over its own sequences qm. Given the other
machine’s mixed strategy pq�m , each machine m’s objective
is then to minimize the expected flow-time,

P
q p

qmpq�mFqm,
calculated over all possible combinations that the machines
may choose and assuming independence between the proba-
bilities they assign. Formally:

Definition 2. A pair of mixed sequence strategies ðpq1 , pq2Þ is
a (mixed) Nash equilibrium ifX

q

pqmpq�mFqm �
X
q

�pqmpq�mFqm

for each machine m and all its mixed sequence strategies �pqm :

For the special case of flow-shop scheduling settings, the
machine processing order is identical for all jobs and can be
assumed, without loss of generality, to be machine 1 fol-
lowed by machine 2, i.e., pðj, 1Þ ¼ 0 and pðj, 2Þ ¼ 1 for all
jobs j. In this case, there is asymmetry in the sense that the
flow-time of machine 2, which depends on its ready times,
is affected by the sequencing decision of machine 1, but not
vice versa. Therefore a pure Nash equilibrium always exists,
and may be perceived as an outcome of a two-stage opti-
mization procedure: an optimal sequence following the
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) order is first found for

machine 1 irrespective of machine 2, and then an optimal
sequence is computed for machine 2 given the ready times
determined by the sequence on machine 1. Note that the
second part of this algorithm is still a hard problem, and
that finding the optimal centralized sequence is hard as well
(Lenstra et al., 1977). The expressions for the starting time
sqðj,mÞ of job j on machine m and machine m’s total flow-
time, given by Equations (1) and (2), simplify to

sqðj,mÞ ¼ maxfsqðj,m� 1Þ
þ tðj,m� 1Þ, sqðqðoj,m � 1,mÞ,mÞ
þ tðqðoj,m � 1,mÞ,mÞg, (3)

and

Fqm ¼
XJ

j¼1

ðsqðj,mÞ þ tðj,mÞÞ

�
XJ

j¼1

ðsqðj,m� 1Þ þ tðj,m� 1ÞÞ: (4)

Since a pure Nash equilibrium always exists for flow-shop set-
tings, we will consider only pure Nash equilibria in this case.

In general, we measure efficiency by the system flow-
time, Fq � Fq1 þ Fq2, thus an optimal solution is a two-
machine job-shop schedule minimizing total flow-time. The
DC (or PoS) is the ratio between the minimal Fq among all
Nash equilibria q and the minimal Fq among all possible
sequences q.

To illustrate, consider two jobs starting at different
machines, i.e., J1 ¼ J2 ¼ 1, and pð1, 1Þ ¼ pð2, 2Þ ¼
0, pð1, 2Þ ¼ 1 and pð2, 1Þ ¼ 2: There are four possible
sequences q, each corresponding to a pair of job permuta-
tions. Note, however, that the sequence defined by qð1, 1Þ ¼
2, qð2, 1Þ ¼ 1, qð1, 2Þ ¼ 1, and qð2, 2Þ ¼ 2 is infeasible,
because each job waits to start its processing on the first
machine after the completion of the other job, which is
waiting on the other machine, leading to a deadlock. The
remaining three sequences are feasible. The upper two rows
of Figure 1 depict the flow-times of each schedule and the
Gantt chart of the unique equilibrium schedule for two
instances of the problem, where the processing times are
given in the two matrices on the left (the notation ð1� 1Þ
in the title of the figure refers to ðJ1, J2Þ). The rows and the

Figure 1. Instances with two jobs: (1-1), (1-1) and (2-0).
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columns in each matrix of flow-times correspond to the vec-
tors ½qðo, 1Þ, 1 � o � J� and ½qðo, 2Þ, 1 � o � J�, respectively,
and each cell corresponds to the vector ðFq1, Fq2Þ:

In the first row instance in Figure 1, each machine proc-
esses first the job starting at this machine and then the job
starting at the other machine, whereas in the second row
instance, machine 1 prefers to process first the job starting
at machine 2 and then the job starting at machine 1. Note
that for both instances, the unique equilibrium outcome,
marked in the matrix of flow-times with bold letters, is also
the optimal schedule, thus leading to a DC value of one. As
a further illustration, consider two jobs starting at the same
machine, i.e., a flow-shop setting where pðj, 1Þ ¼ 0, pðj, 2Þ ¼
1 for each j, and J1 ¼ 2, J2 ¼ 0: Now all four sequences are
feasible. The third row of Figure 1 depicts one instance of
this problem (again, the notation ð2� 0Þ in the title of the
figure refers to ðJ1, J2Þ). Here the unique equilibrium out-
come, marked again in the flow-time matrix with bold let-
ters, is not an optimal schedule, thus leading to a DC value
of 9/8.

3. Analysis of flow-shop settings

In this section we investigate the maximal DC in two-
machine flow-shop settings. Consider the following intuition
for sources of inefficiency: in equilibrium, machine 1 always
follows an SPT order and machine 2 responds to the result-
ing completion times on machine 1, which become its own
ready times. The objective of machine 2 is to minimize its
own flow-time, or equivalently minimize the sum of starting
times of the jobs on this machine. Keeping the same order
as on machine 1 reduces the starting time of the earlier
sequenced jobs on machine 2, but ignores the processing
durations on machine 2. To the contrary, taking into
account the processing durations while ignoring the ready
times would result in an SPT order on machine 2. The opti-
mal sequence trade-offs these two considerations. In case
the processing durations have the same order on both
machines, these two extreme sequencing options coincide
(SPT order on both machines) and lead to the optimal
objective value, i.e., DC value of one (this follows from a
simple job interchange argument). However, if there is an
inverse relation between the processing durations of the
machines (i.e., increasing sequence on machine 1 and
decreasing sequence on machine 2), the above mentioned
trade-off becomes significant: keeping the same order as on
machine 1 will yield additional flow-times due to the
Longest Processing Time (LPT) order on machine 2,
whereas the option of sequencing an SPT order on machine
2 will result in relatively late starting times for the jobs on
machine 2, as dictated by the completion times on machine
1. To conclude this part of the discussion, we see that an
inverse order of the processing durations on both machines
potentially leads to relatively large values of the DC.

Having discussed the order of processing durations, let us
now address more closely their structure on each machine.
For the DC to be greater than one, any optimal schedule
must have a non-SPT order on machine 1, otherwise an
optimal schedule would also be an equilibrium. Therefore,

considering a shift from an equilibrium schedule to an opti-
mal one, one may expect a reduced flow-time on machine 2
at the expense of some additional flow-time on machine 1.
A large value of the DC will be obtained when the flow-
time reduction on machine 2 is significantly larger than the
flow-time increase on machine 1. A small additional flow-
time on machine 1 will be obtained when the processing
durations on machine 1 are almost identical, in which
case all schedules on that machine yield almost the same
flow-time. To the contrary, on machine 2 one may expect
significant differences among the processing durations for
achieving a large flow-time reduction, as similar processing
durations on machine 2 imply similar flow-time values for
all schedules on machine 1.

Based on the above intuition, our first managerial insight
is that, although the system manager and each of the two
resource managers aim in minimizing the same type of
objective function, namely flow-time, the flow-shop system
may not be coordinated. Specifically, the system manager
may anticipate the degree of inefficiency in the system based
on the structure of the processing durations. In general, if
the job processing durations tend to increase together on
both machines, an optimal equilibrium is expected, and no
intervention is required by the manager. However, ineffi-
ciency is expected in the situation where the processing
durations tend to be inversely related on the two machines.
More specifically, high inefficiency is expected when the
processing durations are close to each other on machine 1
(e.g., the rough framing and mechanical stage in the con-
struction project example from the Introduction) and there
is large variability on machine 2 (e.g., the finishing stage in
a construction project). In such cases, the manager should
either enforce a centralized solution, or use an incentivizing
mechanism in order to obtain an optimal equilibrium.

The above intuition and insight lead to the follow-
ing definition:

Definition 3. Flow-shop processing durations t(j,m) are
said to be flow-shop misaligned if (i) j1< j2 implies
tðj1, 1Þ > tðj2, 1Þand tðj1, 2Þ � tðj2, 2Þ for all jobs j1, j2, and

(ii) maxjtðj, 1Þ�minjtðj, 1Þ
maxjtðj, 2Þ�minjtðj, 2Þ is arbitrarily small.

According to Definition 3, the processing durations are
inversely related on the two machines, close to each other
on machine 1 and significantly different on machine 2. To
gain further insight on flow-shop misaligned settings and
the corresponding DC values, let us start by considering the
case of two jobs. For this case we show that, among all pos-
sible processing durations, the DC is maximized in a flow-
shop misaligned setting (all proofs are collected in
the Appendix).

Theorem 1. For flow-shop settings with J ¼ 2 jobs and any
processing durations, the DC approaches its supremal value of
9/7 when the processing durations are tðj, 1Þ ¼ 1� ðj� 1Þ � e
for j 2 f1, 2g, tð1, 2Þ ¼ 1 and tð2, 2Þ ¼ 3 for positive e ! 0.
These processing durations are flow-shop misaligned.

As shown in Figure 2, the maximal DC is generated in
the limit, as e ! 0, with a unique optimal solution
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(Figure 2(a)) and two equilibria (Figures 2(b) and 2(c)). The
two equilibria emerge because machine 2 is indifferent
between the two sequences, with Fq2 ¼ 6 as e ! 0: The proc-
essing durations and the resulting schedules follow the three
intuitive principles defining flow-shop misaligned settings.
Also, the first equilibrium follows an SPT order on machine
2 while starting the first job at time 2, and the second equi-
librium follows an LPT order on machine 2, however, it
starts the first job earlier. In the optimal solution, machine 1
chooses an LPT order, however, the additional flow-time (as
compared with the equilibria solution) is negligible, whereas
the flow-time saving on machine 2 is relatively large (two
time units). The question is then, why we should expect
multiple equilibria at the maximal DC. To answer this ques-
tion, let us assume that only one of the two equilibrium
sequences in Figure 2 is the unique equilibrium. In this
case, one can show (see the proof of Theorem 1) that the
DC can be increased using local changes in the durations of
the jobs, in particular, by decreasing the duration of the last
job on machine 2 in this unique equilibrium. However,
when both the first and second equilibria exist, any change
in the processing durations which increases the flow-time
ratio (equilibrium over optimal) of one sequence so that it is
strictly higher than the ratio for the other sequence, leaves
the latter as a single equilibrium, which, by the arguments
above, cannot generate the maximal DC. Note that this hap-
pens in particular when the processing duration of the
shorter job on machine 2 is different from those on machine
1, so the maximal DC occurs when there is some job with
processing duration on machine 2 equal to those on
machine 1.

The next theorem identifies more general flow-shop mis-
aligned settings, for which we can characterize a closed-form
expression for the DC. Note that the misaligned processing
durations of Theorem 1 are the special case where J¼ 2.

Theorem 2. For a flow-shop setting with J jobs, when the
processing durations are flow-shop misaligned such that there
exist 2 � k � J and e ! 0þ for which tðj, 1Þ ¼ 1� ðj� 1Þ � e
for all j, tðj, 2Þ ¼ 1 for 1 � j � J � kþ 1, and tðj, 2Þ ¼
1þPj

i¼J�kþ2
J

i�1 for J � kþ 2 � j � J, the DC approaches:

DCðJ, kÞ �
1
4 Jð4þ 2J þ 3k� k2Þ þPJ

i¼J�kþ2
1

i�1 J
2ð1þ 1

2 ðJ � iÞÞ
1
2 JðJ þ 3Þ þPJ

i¼J�kþ2
1

i�1
1
2 JðJ � iþ 1ÞðJ � iþ 2Þ :

To understand the principles of the flow-shop misaligned
setting in Theorem 2, first note that, as in the discussion

following Theorem 1 for the case of two jobs, we should
expect that the maximal DC will occur when some jobs
have a processing duration on machine 2 that is equal to
those on machine 1. Therefore, we may separate the entire
feasible set of job processing durations on machine 2 to
exhaustive and mutually exclusive regions, each having a
fixed number of jobs with a processing duration on machine
2 that is equal to those on machine 1. In particular, each
region has a fixed number of distinct job processing dura-
tions on machine 2, denoted by k. Let us consider an
example of four jobs. For this case, the processing durations
of Theorem 2 are presented in Figure 3. The top Gantt chart
presents the system’s optimal schedule, and the remaining
charts correspond to each value of k. Clearly, each set of
durations provides a possibly different value for the DC,
whereas the maximal value (in this case, k¼ 3) provides a
lower bound on the maximal DC. We can see that the three
intuitive principles defining flow-shop misaligned settings
are applied in all sets of durations.

When looking at the Gantt chart of each k we observe
multiple sequences, each having a different initial job on
machine 2. The proof of Theorem 2 establishes that each
such sequence is optimal for machine 2 among all sequences
starting with the given initial job. Consequently, any best
response of machine 2 must be one of these sequences.
Furthermore, we show that there are multiple best
responses, each corresponding to a different equilibrium
sequence (as depicted in Figure 3). The different schedules
demonstrate the intuitive arguments stated above, as in
some of the schedules an early start of the first job is pre-
ferred, resulting in an inefficient non-SPT order of the jobs
on machine 2 (see, for example, the schedule of
k ¼ 2, j0 ¼ 4), whereas in others, the SPT order is preferred,
leading to a relatively late start of the first job (see, for
example, the schedule of k ¼ 2, j0 ¼ 3).

As in the discussion following Theorem 1 for the case of
two jobs, we should expect multiple equilibria for the dura-
tions of the maximal DC for any given number of jobs, J.
When considering local changes in job durations with more
than one equilibrium, the system flow-time may need to
increase simultaneously for all equilibrium sequences, so
that all of them will remain equilibria after the increase.
When the number of equilibria is large enough, such a sim-
ultaneous increase may become impossible, which would
result in the maximal DC. This maximal number of equili-
bria depends on the number of job durations that are
allowed to be locally changed. Figure 3 demonstrates the

Figure 2. Gantt charts illustrating the maximal DC for two jobs: (a) optimal, (b) first equilibrium, and (c) second equilibrium.
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structure of such equilibria, based on the processing dura-
tions in the theorem.

As shown in Figure 3, when the duration of only one job
can be changed (job 4 on machine 2, and k¼ 2), two equili-
bria generate the DC; when two job durations can be
changed (jobs 3 and 4 on machine 2 and k¼ 3), three equi-
libria are observed; and when three job durations can be

changed (jobs 2, 3, and 4 on machine 2 and k¼ 4), four
equilibria are observed.

Our second managerial insight is that the high ineffi-
ciency generated by flow-shop misaligned settings is typical
for any realistic number of jobs. The second insight, there-
fore, strengthens the practical implications of the first
insight, as the structure of the processing durations should

Figure 3. Gantt charts illustrating lower bound on maximal DC.
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always be taken into account, regardless of the number of
jobs. The left graph in Figure 4 illustrates the value of the
DC in Theorem 2 as a function of k for J¼ 5, 10, 20, 40,
and 2 � k � J: The graph on the right shows the maximum
of these values over all k for a given J, for 2 � J � 100:
Numeric calculations show that this DC achieves its max-
imum of 6809/4793¼ 1.4206 when J¼ 10 and k ¼ 5:
Although the DC approaches one when J goes to infinity, its
value is quite high even for large values of the number of
jobs, J. For example, it is equal to 1.28994 for J¼ 100.

The structure of flow-shop misaligned settings and their
resulting equilibrium schedules are very informative for
understanding the potential inefficiency that may generate
in the system. In fact, since any DC value for J0 jobs may be
obtained with J > J0 jobs with J � J0 jobs having (close to)
zero processing durations on both machines, we have
the following:

Conjecture 1. The maximal DC in a flow-shop setting is
achieved using the flow-shop misaligned processing durations
in Theorem 2. With these durations, the DC approaches
its supremal value among all possible instances of J jobs,
equalling:

max
2�J0�J

max
2�k�J0

DCðJ0, kÞ:

Further to the results and intuitive arguments presented
above, our conjecture may be strengthened with numerical
experimentation. To this end, we applied a simulation-based,
meta-heuristic optimization method, specifically the Cross
Entropy (CE) method (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2004).
Taking the processing durations as variables for maximizing
the DC, each iteration of this heuristic generates a sample of
processing durations according to Normal distributions with
job–machine-specific expectations and variances. For each
instance in this sample, the DC value is computed by solv-
ing two mixed-integer linear-programming formulations
(using the CPLEX solver), one for the optimal system flow-
time and the other for the system flow-time in equilibrium.
The first formulation minimizes the flow-time of a two-
machine flow-shop system, whereas the second solves the

single machine flow-time minimization problem for given
ready times determined by an SPT order on machine 1. At
the end of the iteration, the parameters of the Normal distri-
butions to be used for generating the processing durations
in the next iteration are updated to be the mean and vari-
ance coming from a sub-sample with the highest DC values.
This allowed obtaining the highest DC values and corre-
sponding processing durations for up to eight jobs.

The numeric results are reported in Figure 5, with bars
showing the processing durations t(j, m) sorted in a
descending order according machine 1, and DC values
below the graphs comparing the results of the CE method
to the results of Theorem 2. Evidently, the resulting process-
ing durations are flow-shop misaligned, i.e., inversely related
on the two machines, close to each other on machine 1 and
significantly different on machine 2.

The DC values are very close to those obtained in
Theorem 2. Moreover, no solution was found to contradict
Conjecture 1, according to which the processing durations
of Theorem 2 are those of the maximal DC.

3.1. A simple mechanism for coordination

In this section we suggest a simple mechanism for improv-
ing the system’s efficiency and reducing the DC. In discus-
sing possible mechanisms, one should note that cost sharing
based on the system flow-time may be potentially used to
eliminate the inefficiency. However, any such mechanism
requires a binding agreement that involves monetary trans-
fers between the DMs after any sequencing decision they
might make. Such an agreement may not be easy to imple-
ment in some environments.

We therefore propose instead a simple, scheduling-based
mechanism: each machine is penalized whenever the sequence
is not a permutation schedule (i.e., identical on both
machines). We name this the permutation schedule mechan-
ism. Each machine may be penalized by postponing the
departure of the jobs from the machine, resulting in a very
high flow-time for this machine. Alternatively, monetary pen-
alties may be imposed on the manager of each machine, i.e.,
the mechanism prescribes paying each machine a positive,

Figure 4. DC value in Theorem 2 as a function of k for various numbers of jobs J (left), and maximal DC over all k as a function of the number of jobs J (right).
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decreasing function of the flow-time in any permutation
schedule, and paying zero to each machine in any non-permu-
tation schedule. Note that this penalty method has the advan-
tage that it is easy to implement, and moreover only takes the
role of a threat which is never actually used. Furthermore,
note that this mechanism has minimal informational require-
ments, as it utilizes information only about the machines’
scheduling actions, and does not involve any knowledge about
the processing durations of any of the jobs on any machine.

We now show that our mechanism completely solves the
inefficiency existing in the settings investigated in this section.

Theorem 3. For all flow-shop settings, under the permutation
schedule mechanism, the DC equals one.

Intuitively, the mechanism generates efficiency because its
penalties turn any optimal permutation schedule into an
equilibrium. This leads us back to the question posed in the
Introduction on the required managerial policy when the
system is decentralized: in flow-shop misaligned settings, the
system manager should invest effort in order to implement
the permutation schedule mechanism, as this will ensure
that the centralized, optimal solution is an equilibrium.
Furthermore, note that such efficiency may be achieved by
the system manager even if they have no knowledge about
the processing durations for any job and any machine.

4. Analysis of job-shop settings

In this section we analyze general two-machine job-shop set-
tings. Considering first the case of two jobs, recall that the
instances depicted in the first two rows of Figure 1 in
Section 2 possess an optimal equilibrium, thus leading to a

DC value of one. This property is not special to the process-
ing durations chosen in these examples, as shown in the
next theorem.

Theorem 4. For all job-shop settings with two jobs, where
Jm¼ 1 for each m, the DC equals one.

As shown in Theorem 1, the conclusion of Theorem 4
does not hold for a flow-shop setting with two jobs. Also,
Theorem 4 fails if we add a single job to the setting of the
theorem, as demonstrated in the example in Figure 6. Here
jobs 1, 2 start at machine 1 and job 3 starts at machine 2.
The top and bottom Gantt charts show the unique optimal

Figure 5. CE processing duration results and DC vs. DC according to Theorem 2 and number of jobs of (a) three, (b) four, (c) five, (d) six, (e) seven, and (f) eight.

Figure 6. Instance with three jobs (2–1) and DC ¼ 42=35 ¼ 1:2:
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schedule and the unique equilibrium schedule, respectively
(the corresponding flow-times are marked in the matrix
below the charts with bold letters). The DC obtained for
this example is equal to 1.2.

We now present a general structure of jobs that leads to
large values of DC in job-shop settings. This analysis also
provides a lower bound on the maximal DC. The general
structure involves jobs with small differences in processing
durations (i.e., the variance in processing durations is small
relative to their mean) such that the processing duration is
smaller on the initial machine than on the later machine,
possibly justified due to some setup or handling time.
Under the additional assumption that the processing dura-
tions are identical on the initial machine and identical on
the later machine, the following theorem provides the result-
ing lower bound on the maximal DC.

Theorem 5. For a job-shop setting with J jobs, where bJ=2c
of the jobs start at each machine, i.e., J1 ¼ J � bJ=2c,
J2 ¼ bJ=2c, and the processing durations are slightly smaller
on the initial machine than on the later machine, but are
otherwise identical, i.e., for all j and m and some c> 0 and
e ! 0þ, tðj,mÞ ¼ c� e if m is the initial machine for job j,
otherwise tðj,mÞ ¼ c, the DC approaches:

3
�
J
2

�þ 1

2
�
J
2

�þ 1
� � ,

which is a lower bound on the maximal DC among all pos-
sible job-shop instances with J jobs.

The proof establishes the result by considering two
sequences with a typical structure, one for the equilibrium
and one for the optimum (Figure 7, top and bottom dia-
grams, respectively). In the equilibrium sequence each
machine sequences the jobs in a SPT order, first with the
jobs starting at the machine and then the jobs starting at the
other machine. This creates a large delay for each job, due
to the sequencing of the later machine. In contrast, the opti-
mum is much better for the system, as each job is processed
immediately by the second machine. Although this creates a
small increase in flow-times for the machine processing first,
the flow-time for the other machine decreases substantially,
thus reducing the overall system flow-time.

Our first managerial insight for job-shop settings is there-
fore that the system manager may expect high DC values
when the jobs have the structure presented in Theorem 5.
Namely, when all processing durations are close to each
other, the manager should intervene by incentivizing the
machines to schedule the jobs in blocks, similarly to the
depiction at the bottom diagram in Figure 7. Moreover, one
can show using simulation that similar results to that of
Theorem 5 are obtained when the processing durations are
not identical, but are instead distributed with some variance
while still being smaller on the initial machine than on the
later machine.

The value of the DC for the structure of job durations as in
Theorem 5 increases with the number jobs, attains relatively
high values even for a small number of jobs, and asymptotes
to an upper bound of 1.5, as illustrated in Figure 8.

Our second managerial insight is therefore that the high
inefficiency generated by this structure is significant when
the number of jobs is sufficiently large, thus complementing
the previous insight with respect to the managerial decision.

Next, we analyze the DC numerically via a wide set of
experiments. The purpose of the experimentation is to study
some characteristics of the DC, and how they are affected
by the problem parameters. To consider maximal values for
the DC, we again apply the CE method, where the only
modification to the procedure described in Section 3 is in
the computation of the DC value of an instance in the

Figure 7. Type E sequence (top diagram) and Type O sequence (bottom diagram).

Figure 8. Lower bound of Theorem 5.
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sample. Since, contrary to a flow-shop setting, a pure/mixed
equilibrium schedule of a general job-shop game cannot be
established using a two-stage optimization procedure, and
since a pure equilibrium may not even exist, we computed
the system flow-time in pure/mixed equilibrium using the
concept of a correlated equilibrium (Aumann, 1974). In a
correlated equilibrium, the machines implement correlated
sequence strategies, i.e., they follow a probability distribution
pq over system sequences q. Each machine’s own sequence
qm minimizes the machine’s expected flow-time, calculated
over all possible sequences q�m that the other machine may
choose in equilibrium. Formally, in our setting:

Definition 4. A pair of mixed sequence strategies ðpq1 , pq2Þ is
a correlated equilibrium if

X
q�m

pðqm , q�mÞFðqm , q�mÞ
m �

X
q�m

pðqm , q�mÞFðq̂m , q�mÞ
m

for each machine m and all its pairs of sequences qm, q̂m:

The inequalities in the definition of a correlated equilibrium
require that machine m, whenever it is supposed to choose its
own sequence qm, does not benefit from deviating to any other
sequence q̂m: These conditions can be written as constraints in
a Linear Program (LP), as in the following formulation:

min
X
q

pqFq

s:t:X
q�m

pðqm , q�mÞFðqm , q�mÞ
m �

X
q�m

pðqm , q�mÞFðq̂m , q�mÞ
m 8m, 8qm, q̂mX

q

pq ¼ 1

0 � pq � 1 8q

This LP takes as input the flow-time Fqm for all system sequences
q. The first set of constraints are the inequalities in the definition
of a correlated equilibrium. The remaining constraints require
that pq form a probability distribution over system sequences.
Notice that the probabilities pq are the only decision variables.
These probabilities do not necessarily assume independence
between the marginal probabilities the machines assign to their
pure strategies, i.e., unlike mixed Nash equilibria, correlated
equilibria may have interdependencies between these marginal
probabilities. Thus, any pure/mixed Nash equilibrium is a corre-
lated equilibrium, but not vice versa. The purpose of the objective
function in the LP is to find the best equilibrium by minimizing
the system objective among all equilibria. The solutions were
obtained again using the CPLEX solver. For each instance, the
centralized optimal solution(s) was calculated via exhaustive
search (with no additional computational effort, as the input Fqm

is needed anyway for the LP). Due to scalability limitations, only
small-sized instances were studied (for example, in a six-job
instance, the number system sequences is ð6!Þ2, so the number
entries in the LP matrix is ð6!Þ4 ’ 2:69� 1011). This allowed
obtaining the highest DC values and corresponding processing
durations for up to five jobs. Still such settings may be found
within real-life organizations.

The following five types of instances were examined:
(2–1), (3–1), (2–2), (4–1), and (3–2). Note that due to sym-
metry, these types contain all possible partitions for three-
job to five-job problems. In asymmetric instance types,
more jobs start at one machine than at the other, hence, this
machine is expected to have more power in the game; how-
ever, in symmetric instance types, about the same number
of jobs start at both machines, hence we expect both to have
similar amount of power. We accordingly consider four-
and five-job instances of types (3–1) and (4–1) as asymmet-
ric, and types (2–2) and (3–2) as symmetric.

The CE results are summarized in Table 1, showing the max-
imal DC values obtained under mixed or pure equilibrium and
for each instance type. Since pure equilibria are a special case of
mixed equilibria, the maximal DC values are weakly higher for
the latter. In our computation, all correlated equilibria we have
found are in fact pure/mixed equilibria. The results in Table 1
show a relatively high value of the maximal DC, ranging from
1.29 to 1.44. Higher DC values are obtained for less symmetric
instance types, namely, closer to the flow-shop structure. For
example, for pure equilibrium, the symmetric instance (2–2) pro-
vides a DC value of 1.232, whereas the asymmetric instance
(3–1), with the same number of jobs, provides a higher value of
1.321, and the flow-shop instance, (4–0), provides a maximal DC
of 1.375 (according to Theorem 2).

Considering the structure of the optimal solution and
pure equilibrium obtained using the CE, we gain the follow-
ing interesting insights. In general, we see that when the
structure of the problem is symmetric (equal or almost equal
number of jobs per machine), the obtained optimal and
equilibrium solutions are similar to the results of the lower
bound on the DC in Theorem 5. For non-symmetric instan-
ces, i.e., the majority of the jobs start at one of the
machines, the solutions tend to be similar to the flow-shop
misaligned structure analyzed in Theorem 2 and Conjecture
1. Examples are given in Figure 9.

The Gantt charts in Figure 9(a) and (c) correspond to the
symmetric case where two jobs start at each machine (2–2),
and the Gantt charts in Figure 9(b) and (d) correspond to
the asymmetric case where three jobs start at machine 1 and
one job starts at machine 2 (3–1). In the symmetric case
(2–2), we see that the schedules of the optimal and equilib-
rium solutions are exactly the same as in the lower bound
appearing in Figure 7; in the equilibrium schedule, each
machine processes first the jobs starting at this machine (job
1 and 2 starting at machine 1 and jobs 3 and 4 starting at
machine 2) and then the jobs starting at the other machine.
In the optimal schedule, both machines complete the jobs in
pairs: first jobs 1 and 3 are completed by the two machines,
then jobs 2 and 4. Still, the processing durations of the jobs
are not (almost) identical as in the lower bound in Theorem 5,

Table 1. CE results for job-shop.

Instance type Mixed equilibrium Pure equilibrium

(2–1) 1.304 1.304
(3–1) 1.321 1.321
(2–2) 1.290 1.232
(4–1) 1.440 1.350
(3–2) 1.389 1.302
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which enables reaching a higher DC value (43.947/
36.592¼ 1.201 instead of 1.167). In the non-symmetric case
(3–1), the structure is closer to the flow-shop misaligned set-
ting, although not identical, as expected (since it is not a flow-
shop instance). The processing durations are almost inversely
related on the two machines, as the durations are increasing in
the number of jobs on machine 1, and decreasing in the num-
ber of jobs on machine 2 (except for job 3). Additionally, the
job durations are close to each other on machine 1, and sig-
nificantly different on machine 2.

5. Concluding remarks

This article investigates the multiple jobs, two-machine job-
shop problem modeled as a non-cooperative game, in which
the sequencing decisions for each machine are taken inde-
pendently by the respective machine owner. Such situations
may be found in manufacturing and service systems, where
jobs are processed by different resources/machines, and each
resource manager can determine the job processing sequen-
ces within their territory. Decentralized decisions are
expected to provide inferior solutions compared with the
centralized ones, mostly because the incentives of each DM
are not necessarily aligned with the centralized objective.
We examined the potential efficiency loss due to the decen-
tralized decision making process, which is expressed by
the DC.

We analyzed a setting where resource managers, as well
as the system manager, aim at minimizing the same flow-
time objective. The analysis allowed us to gain the following
managerial insights. In both flow-shop and job-shop set-
tings, even though the objective for the resource managers
and the system manager are the same, the efficiency loss can
be significant (DC up to around 1.5). Moreover, we identi-
fied the structure of situations in the two settings where effi-
ciency loss is high. In particular, in flow-shop settings this
occurs when processing durations are flow-shop misaligned,
namely inversely related on the two machines, close to each
other on machine 1, and significantly different on machine
2. For job-shop settings, high inefficiency occurs in a sym-
metric system with the same number of jobs for each
machine, and with almost equal processing times, though
slightly smaller on the initial machine than on the later one.

When increasing the number of jobs, this inefficiency is uni-
modal for flow-shop with significant values for small as well
as large instances, whereas it is significant for small job-
shop instances and increases to an asymptote.

One may conclude that when practitioners identify such
situations, they may pursue a centralized control, or apply a
mechanism to improve the efficiency. To this end, we pro-
pose for flow-shop settings a simple, scheduling-based
mechanism, which penalizes both machines whenever the
sequence is not a permutation schedule (i.e., identical on
both machines). It is worthwhile noting that the informa-
tional requirements of this mechanism are minimal: it does
not depend on the processing durations for any job and any
machine; only the sequencing decisions determine whether
the outcome is a permutation schedule. Nevertheless, we
show that the mechanism completely solves the inefficiency
problem for flow-shop settings.

We also stated a conjecture that the misaligned flow-shop
solutions provide the maximal DC. This conjecture was veri-
fied using the exact analysis of two-job systems, then using
a CE meta-heuristic aimed at searching for job durations
with maximal DC of larger systems. The heuristic solutions
found were similar to the misaligned flow-shop structure
with similar DC values, and none of the CE solutions con-
tradicted our conjecture. Since a pure equilibrium is not
guaranteed in a job-shop system, a modified version of the
CE heuristic, based on finding correlated equilibria, was
developed and applied. Results showed that a relatively large
DC value can be obtained for relatively small instances.
Importantly, the CE solutions were similar to the flow-shop
misaligned solutions for non-symmetric instances (where
most of the jobs start at one machine), whereas symmetric
instances yielded solutions similar to the one obtained by
the job-shop lower bound.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. Given any job processing durations t(j, m)
for all j 2 f1, 2g and m 2 f1, 2g, let DCmax

tðj,mÞ denote the maximal ratio
FqE
FqO among all pairs consisting of a pure Nash equilibrium qE and an
optimum qO (recall that in a flow-shop setting, a pure Nash equilib-
rium always exists). Initially we show that among all possible job dura-
tions t(j, m), DCmax

tðj,mÞ attains the global maximal value of 9/7 at the job

durations t	ð1, 1Þ ¼ t	ð2, 1Þ ¼ t	ð1, 2Þ ¼ 1 and t	ð2, 2Þ ¼ 3: Then we
show that this is exactly where the DC approaches its supremal value.

We will show that for any job durations tðj,mÞ,

DCmax
tðj,mÞ �

9
7
¼ DCmax

t	ðj,mÞ:

Consider any job durations tðj,mÞ: For t(j, m), if each qE has a sequence
on machine 1 as in some qO, then the best response of machine 2 in each
qE generates the optimal value FqO , implying DCmax

tðj,mÞ ¼ 1 � 9=7:

Therefore, for the remainder of the argument, since only two sequences
are possible for machine 1, we may restrict attention to job durations t(j,
m) for which all qO have the same sequence on machine 1, which is differ-
ent from the sequence on machine 1 in some qE:

Suppose that tð1, 1Þ 6¼ tð2, 1Þ, and denote the job with strictly higher
duration on machine 1 by j0: Then machine 1 has an SPT order in all qE,
and, by our restriction above, an LPT order in all qO: Therefore, the coef-
ficient of tðj0, 1Þ in FqO (i.e., the derivative of FqO with respect to tðj0, 1Þ)
for any qO is two in some left neighborhood of that duration value. Since
this coefficient is greater than or equal to the coefficient of tðj0, 1Þ in FqE

for any qE (as two is the maximal possible value for any coefficient),
slightly decreasing tðj0, 1Þ strictly increases FqE

FqO , and therefore, increases
DCmax

tðj,mÞ: Since this holds whether j0 is job 1 or job 2, the maximal value

is achieved when the job durations on machine 1 are equal. Therefore for
the remainder of the argument, we may restrict attention to job durations
t(j, m) such that tð1, 1Þ ¼ tð2, 1Þ: Without loss of generality, assume also
that tð1, 1Þ ¼ tð2, 1Þ ¼ 1, as otherwise we may divide all t(j, m) by t(1, 1)
without changing DCmax

tðj,mÞ: This implies tðj, 1Þ ¼ t	ðj, 1Þ on machine 1 for

both jobs j. Furthermore, since tð1, 1Þ ¼ tð2, 1Þ, we may assume tð1, 2Þ �
tð2, 2Þ without loss of generality by setting the job indices accordingly. It
follows that tð2, 2Þ > 1, as otherwise both ½½1, 2�, ½1, 2�� and ½½2, 1�, ½2, 1��
are optimal, contradicting our restrictions thus far. Therefore, the unique
optimal sequence is qO ¼ ½½1, 2�, ½1, 2��: Additionally, FE1 ¼ 3 for all qE.

Next consider the possibility that a single qE generates DCmax
tðj,mÞ: Let j1

and j2 be the first and last jobs on machine 2 in qE, respectively. Suppose
first that tðj2, 2Þ > 0: Then, the coefficient of tðj2, 2Þ in FqE is one in
some left neighborhood of that duration value. Since this coefficient is less
than or equal to the coefficient of tðj2, 2Þ in FqO (because the coefficients
of job durations on machine 2 are always positive), slightly decreasing
tðj2, 2Þ increases FqE

FqO and DCmax
tðj,mÞ: So suppose now that tðj2, 2Þ ¼ 0: Since

tð2, 2Þ > 1, j1 ¼ 2 and j2 ¼ 1: Additionally, tð2, 2Þ < 2, as otherwise it
would be strictly better for machine 2 to swap the two jobs. Since the coef-
ficient of t(2, 2) is two in FqE and one in FqO in some right neighborhood
of that duration value, slightly increasing t(2, 2) increases FqE

FqO and DCmax
tðj,mÞ:

It follows that the maximal value is achieved when there are exactly two
equilibria generating DCmax

tðj,mÞ: Thus, for the remainder of the argument we

may restrict attention to job durations t(j, m) for which there are two
equilibria, qE1 ¼ ½½2, 1�, ½1, 2�� and qE2 ¼ ½½2, 1�, ½2, 1��, generating DCmax

tðj,mÞ:

By the definition of a best response, Fq
E1

2 ¼ Fq
E2

2 : Consequently, Fq
E1 ¼

Fq
E2 because Fq

E1

1 ¼ Fq
E2

1 :
It follows that

Fq
E1

2 ¼ tð1, 2Þ þ ð1þ tð1, 2Þ þ tð2, 2ÞÞ ¼ Fq
E2

2

¼ ðtð2, 2Þ � 1þ tð1, 2ÞÞ þ ðtð2, 2ÞÞ:
This implies tð2, 2Þ ¼ tð1, 2Þ þ 2: Thus, Fq

E1 ¼ Fq
E2 ¼ 6þ 3tð1, 2Þ and

FqO ¼ ð1þ tð1, 2ÞÞ þ ð2þmaxð0, tð1, 2Þ � 1Þ þ tð2, 2ÞÞ
¼ 5þ 2tð1, 2Þ þmaxð0, tð1, 2Þ � 1Þ:

Maximizing FqE
FqO over all t(1, 2) such that tð1, 2Þ � 0 results uniquely in

tð1, 2Þ ¼ 1, which together with the other restrictions implies tð1, 1Þ ¼
tð2, 1Þ ¼ tð1, 2Þ ¼ 1, tð2, 2Þ ¼ 3 and DCmax

tðj,mÞ ¼ 9=7: This completes the

argument that among all possible job processing durations tðj,mÞ,
DCmax

tðj,mÞ attains the global maximal value of 9/7 at the job durations

t	ð1, 1Þ ¼ t	ð2, 1Þ ¼ t	ð1, 2Þ ¼ 1 and t	ð2, 2Þ ¼ 3:
It remains to show that this is exactly the supremal value to which

the DC approaches when tðj, 1Þ ¼ 1� ðj� 1Þ � e for j 2 f1, 2g, tð1, 2Þ ¼
1 and tð2, 2Þ ¼ 3, as e ! 0: To see this, note that for small e > 0, the
equilibria obtained above continue to hold, while the uniquely efficient
equilibrium ½½1, 2�, ½1, 2�� is eliminated. The result follows since in the
absence of the efficient equilibrium, for each t(j, m) as a function of e,
the DC is equal to DCmax

tðj,mÞ: w

Proof of Theorem 2. Machine 1 strictly prefers an SPT sequencing
of all jobs to minimize its flow-time, Fq1, leading to the sequence �q
defined by

�qðo, 1Þ ¼ J � oþ 1 for 1 � o � J:

For simplicity of presentation we establish the remainder of the proof with
e ¼ 0, as similar arguments are valid when e ! 0þ (the only role of e >
0 is to eliminate Nash equilibria that are different from those obtained
below, with almost no change in the system flow-time). Note that for
machine 1 the starting time is s�q ðj, 1Þ ¼ J � j for all 1 � j � J: Taking
this sequence imposed by machine 1 as given, we would like to obtain an
optimal sequence for machine 2. To this end we augment �q with J particu-
lar sequences for this machine, denoted �qj

0
for 1 � j0 � J, such that �qj

0

starts with job j0 and all other jobs follow SPT. We will prove for each j0

that �qj
0
is optimal for machine 2 among all sequences starting with job j0:

To prove this, it will be sufficient to show that all jobs after j0 are sched-
uled with no idle times. This is true because the sum of ready times on

machine 2,
PJ

j¼1ðsqðj, 1Þ þ tðj, 1ÞÞ, is the same for all sequences q, so

minimizing machine 2’s total flow-time, Fq2 (see Equation (4)), is equiva-
lent to minimizing the sum of completion times on machine 2,PJ

j¼1ðsqðj, 2Þ þ tðj, 2ÞÞ: Since all sequences starting with job j0 on machine

2 have the same sqðj0, 2Þ, SPT sequencing of all other jobs minimizes the
sum of completion times on machine 2.

Consider �qj
0
defined for 1 � j0 � J � kþ 1 by

�qj
0 ðo, 2Þ ¼ j0 � oþ 1 , 1 � o � j0

o , j0 þ 1 � o � J,

(

and for J � kþ 2 � j0 � J defined by

�qj
0 ðo, 2Þ ¼

j0 , o ¼ 1

J � k� oþ 3 , 2 � o � J � kþ 2

o� 1 , J � kþ 3 � o � j0 and k � 3

o , j0 þ 1 � o � J,

8>>>><
>>>>:

where the lower two row cases are relevant only for some values of k
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and j0: The Gantt charts in Figure 3 illustrate these sequences for J ¼ 4
and 2 � k � 4:

Consider first �qj
0
for 1 � j0 � J � kþ 1: Note that s�qj0 ðj0, 2Þ ¼

J � j0 þ 1: For the job j0 � oþ 1 placed in the oth position for o¼ 2,
the starting time is

s�qj0 ð�qj0 ðo, 2Þ, 2Þ ¼ maxfs�qj0 ðj0 � oþ 1, 1Þ þ tðj0 � oþ 1, 1Þ,

s�qj0 ð�qj
0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þ þ tð�qj0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þg

¼ maxfðJ � ðj0 � oþ 1ÞÞ þ 1, ðJ � j0 þ o� 1Þ þ 1g ¼ J � j0 þ o,

i.e., with no idle time. By induction, this holds also for all jobs placed
in 3 � o � j0: In particular, job 1 in the ðj0Þth position starts at
s�qj0 ð1, 2Þ ¼ J, therefore all later jobs have already arrived to machine 2,

thus can be processed with no idle times. Therefore, by the argument
above, �qj

0
is optimal for machine 2 among all sequences starting with

job j0: We can now compare the �qj
0
for 1 � j0 � J � kþ 1: Since all of

these sequences follow SPT on machine 2 for all jobs, including job j0,

minimizing the total flow-time F�q
j0

2 over 1 � j0 � J � kþ 1 is equiva-
lent to minimizing the starting time, s�qj0 ðj, 2Þ ¼ J � j0 þ 1: Thus, the

minimum is attained at the maximum value of j0, i.e., J � kþ 1: For
this j0, since the starting time on machine 2 is s�qj0 ðj0, 2Þ ¼ J � j0 þ 1

and all other jobs are scheduled with no idle times, the system flow-

time F�q
j0

1 þ F�q
j0

2 sums for all jobs the starting time J � j0 þ 1 plus the
remaining flow-time on machine 2 (as demonstrated in Figure 3 where

j0 ¼ 3 for k¼ 2, j0 ¼ 2 for k¼ 3 and j0 ¼ 1 for k¼ 4). Thus F�q
j0

1 þ F�q
j0

2
equals

J � j0 þ 1
� �

J þ
XJ

o¼1

J � oþ 1ð Þt �qj
0
o, 2ð Þ, 2

� �

¼ J � j0 þ 1
� �

J þ 1 �
XJ�kþ1

j¼1

jþ k� 1ð Þ

þ
XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jþ 1ð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

¼ kJ þ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ kð Þ þ k� 1ð Þ þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J � iþ 1ð Þ J
i� 1

þ
XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

¼ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ kð Þ þ J þ k� 1ð Þ þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J2

i� 1

þ
XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

¼ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ kð Þ þ J þ k� 1ð Þ

þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

J þ
XJ

j¼i

J � jð Þ
0
@

1
Aþ

XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ

¼ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ kð Þ þ J þ k� 1ð Þ

þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

J þ 1
2

J � iþ 1ð Þ J � ið Þ
� 	

þ 1
2

k� 1ð Þ k� 2ð Þ

¼ 1
4
J 4þ 2J þ 3k� k2
� �

þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

1
i� 1

J2 1þ 1
2

J � ið Þ
� 	

:

Now consider �qj
0
for J � kþ 2 � j0 � J: We show that there are still

no idle time for �qj
0 ð2, 2Þ ¼ J � kþ 1: To see this note that s�qj0 ðJ � kþ

1, 2Þ ¼ maxfs�qj0 ðJ � kþ 1, 1Þ þ tðJ � kþ 1, 1Þ,

s�qj0 ðj0, 2Þ þ tðj0, 2Þg ¼ maxfðJ � ðJ � kþ 1ÞÞ þ 1, ðJ � j0 þ 1Þ

þ 1þ
Xj0

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
Ag ¼ ðJ � j0 þ 1Þ þ 1þ

Xj0
i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A,

where the last equality follows because J
i�1 � 1 for all J � kþ 2 � i �

j0, thus

J � j0 þ 1þ 1þ
Xj0

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

� J � j0 þ 1þ ð1þ j0 � ðJ � kþ 2Þ þ 1Þ ¼ kþ 1 > k:

For the job J � k� oþ 3 placed in the oth position for o¼ 3,

s�qj0 ð�qj
0 ðo, 2Þ, 2Þ ¼ maxfðJ � ðJ � k� oþ 3ÞÞ þ 1,

s�qj0 ð�qj
0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þ þ tð�qj0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þg

¼ maxfkþ o� 2, s�qj0 ð�qj0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þ þ 1g
¼ s�qj0 ð�qj0 ðo� 1, 2Þ, 2Þ þ 1,

where the last equality follows because we have shown that s�qj0 ð�qj
0 ðo�

1, 2Þ, 2Þ � kþ o� 3: Thus, there is no idle time and s�qj0 ð�qj
0 ðo, 2Þ, 2Þ ¼

s�qj0 ðJ � kþ 1, 2Þ þ o� 2: By induction, this holds also for all jobs

placed in 4 � o � J � kþ 2: In particular, job 1 in the ðJ � kþ 2Þth
position starts at s�qj0 ðJ � kþ 1, 2Þ þ J � k > kþ J � k ¼ J, therefore all

later jobs have already arrived to machine 2, thus can be processed
with no idle times. Thus again, �qj

0
is optimal for machine 2 among all

sequences starting with job j0: As before, since s�qj0 ðj0, 2Þ ¼ J � j0 þ 1

and all other jobs are scheduled with no idle times, the system flow-

time F�q
j0

1 þ F�q
j0

2 equals

J � j0 þ 1
� �

J þ
XJ

o¼1

J � oþ 1ð Þt �qj
0
o, 2ð Þ, 2

� �

¼ J � j0 þ 1
� �

J þ 1þ
Xj0

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
AJ þ 1 �

XJ�kþ1

j¼1

jþ k� 2ð Þ

þ
Xj0�1

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

þ
XJ

j¼j0þ1

J � jþ 1ð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

¼ J � j0 þ 1
� �

J þ 1þ
Xj0

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
AJ

þ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ k� 2ð Þ þ
XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

þ
XJ

i¼j0þ1

J � iþ 1ð Þ J
i� 1

¼ 1
2

J � kþ 1ð Þ J þ kð Þ þ J þ k� 1ð Þ

þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J2

i� 1
þ

XJ

j¼J�kþ2

J � jð Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A,

which is independent of j0 and equals one of the expressions we got for
j0 ¼ J � kþ 1: Therefore, all �qj

0
for J � kþ 1 � j0 � J give identical

system flow-time, thus all are Nash equilibria with identical system
flow-time (as demonstrated in Figure 3 where j0 ¼ 3, 4 for k¼ 2, j0 ¼
2, 3, 4 for k¼ 3 and j0 ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 for k¼ 4).

Finally, to compute the limiting DC, we need to establish an
expression for the optimal system flow-time for e ! 0þ: First, we show
that the optimal sequencing for the system, q	, has all jobs sequenced
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on both machines according to SPT based on the process durations on
machine 2. To see this note that for any sequence q, the first job on
machine 2 starts no sooner than sqðqð1, 2Þ, 2Þ ¼ 1: Since the order of
the jobs on both machines according to q	 is identical and the process-
ing durations on machine 1 are dominated by those on machine 2, i.e.,
minjtðj, 2Þ � maxj tðj, 1Þ, the jobs on machine 2 start exactly at
sq	 ð1, 2Þ ¼ 1 with no idle times among the jobs. Therefore, the system

flow-time is J þPJ
j¼1ðJ � jþ 1Þtðj, 2Þ, where the first component is

the minimal possible starting time on machine 2 and the second com-
ponent is the minimum flow-time of J jobs on machine 2. Hence, this
flow-time is optimal for the system and can be simplified to

Fq
	

1 þ Fq
	

2 ¼ J þ
XJ

j¼1

ðJ � jþ 1Þtðj, 2Þ

¼ J þ 1 �
XJ�kþ1

j¼1

ðJ � jþ 1Þ þ
XJ

j¼J�kþ2

ðJ � jþ 1Þ 1þ
Xj

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

0
@

1
A

¼ J þ
XJ

j¼1

ðJ � jþ 1Þ þ
XJ

i¼J�kþ2

J
i� 1

XJ

j¼i

ðJ � jþ 1Þ

¼ 1
2
JðJ þ 3Þ þ

XJ

i¼J�kþ2

1
i� 1

1
2
JðJ � iþ 1ÞðJ � iþ 2Þ:

This leads to the proposed expression for the lower bound on the max-
imal DC (as demonstrated at the bottom of Figure 3). w

Proof of Theorem 3. By the definition of the mechanism, a non-
permutation schedule cannot be an equilibrium because any machine
would strictly prefer to deviate to the sequence of the other machine in
order to avoid a penalty. Moreover, any permutation schedule is an
equilibrium because any machine would prefer not to deviate to any
other sequence in order to avoid a penalty. By Conway et al. (1967),
there always exists an optimal permutation schedule for two-machine
flow-shop problems under the minimum flow-time objective.
Therefore, such an optimum is also an equilibrium, so the DC
equals one. w

Proof of Theorem 4. Note that the flow-time Fqm of each of the
feasible sequences can be computed for each machine as shown in
Table 2.

We first show that if q	 ¼ ½½1, 2�, ½2, 1�� is optimal, then it is also a
Nash equilibrium. Let q1 ¼ ½½2, 1�, ½2, 1�� and q2 ¼ ½½1, 2�, ½1, 2��:
Therefore, Fq21 � Fq

	
1 ¼ tð2, 2Þ �maxftð1, 1Þ, tð2, 2Þg � 0 and Fq12 �

Fq
	

2 ¼ tð1, 1Þ �maxftð1, 1Þ, tð2, 2Þg � 0: Thus, Fq11 � Fq
	

1 � ðFq11 þ Fq12 Þ�
ðFq	1 þ Fq

	
2 Þ and Fq22 � Fq

	
2 � ðFq21 þ Fq22 Þ � ðFq	1 þ Fq

	
2 Þ: By optimality of

q	, the right-hand side of each of these inequalities is non-negative,

thus Fq11 � Fq
	

1 � 0 and Fq22 � Fq
	

2 � 0: Therefore, q	 is a Nash
equilibrium.

We now show that if q̂ ¼ ½½2, 1�, ½2, 1�� is optimal, then it is also a

Nash equilibrium. Let �q ¼ ½½1, 2�, ½2, 1��: By optimality of q̂, F�q2 � Fq̂2 �
Fq̂1 � F�q1 : Assume that q̂ is not a Nash equilibrium. Since ½½2, 1�, ½1, 2�� is
infeasible, for q̂ not to be a Nash equilibrium it must be that Fq̂1 �
F�q1 > 0: Combining the above, F�q2 � Fq̂2 > 0: Since F�q2 � Fq̂2 ¼
maxftð1, 1Þ, tð2, 2Þg � tð1, 1Þ, it follows that tð2, 2Þ > tð1, 1Þ: Since

Fq̂1 � F�q1 ¼ tð2, 1Þ þ 2tð2, 2Þ �maxftð1, 1Þ, tð2, 2Þg, F�q2 � Fq̂2 � Fq̂1 � F�q1

implies �tð1, 1Þ � tð2, 1Þ, contradicting positive processing durations
on machine 1. Therefore, q̂ must be an equilibrium. A similar argu-
ment shows that if ½½1, 2�, ½1, 2�� is optimal then it is also a Nash
equilibrium. w

Proof of Theorem 5. Without loss of generality we can index the
jobs in an ascending order so that the lower half of the jobs (plus one
job when J is odd) start at machine 1 and the upper half start at
machine 2, i.e., pðj, 1Þ ¼ 0, pðj, 2Þ ¼ 1 for 1 � j � J1 and pðj, 2Þ ¼
0, pðj, 1Þ ¼ 2 for J1 þ 1 � j � J, where J1 ¼ J � J2 ¼ J � bJ=2c:
Consider any sequence qE, referred to as type E sequence, for which
each machine processes first the jobs starting at this machine and then
processes all the remaining jobs, i.e., 1 � qðo, 1Þ � J1 for 1 � o �
J1, J1 þ 1 � qðo, 1Þ � J for J1 þ 1 � o � J, J1 þ 1 � qðo, 2Þ � J for 1 �
o � J2 and 1 � qðo, 2Þ � J1 for J2 þ 1 � o � J: A type E sequence is
illustrated in the top diagram of Figure 7 when J is even.

We first show that any such sequence is a Nash equilibrium. To see
this note that since processing durations are identical on the initial
machine, when each machine completes processing all of its jobs, all
other jobs will already have arrived from the other machine, thus all
jobs are processed with no idle times. Moreover, since the sum of
ready times, i.e., the second term in each machine’s total flow-time (2),
is determined by the other machine, this term is constant with respect
to all possible sequences this machine can choose. Thus, minimizing
the machine’s total flow-time is equivalent to minimizing the sum of
completion times. Since this objective is achieved on a single machine
by any SPT sequencing with no idle times, the type E sequence is a
best response for each machine, thus it is a Nash equilibrium.

Observe now that type E sequences are the only possible Nash equi-
libria. To see this note that the processing duration of each job is
slightly smaller on the machine at which it starts than on the later
machine. Consider a sequence q that is not of type E. With a simple
pairwise exchange of jobs on some machine we can show that such a
sequence can be improved upon, hence it cannot be a best response. In
particular, there must exist a pair of adjacent jobs in q, say j2 followed
by j1, on some machine �m, such that j1 starts at �m and j2 starts at the
other machine. Moreover, there is no idle time between the pair of
jobs on machine �m because j1 has ready time of zero. Consider a
sequence q

0
that is identical to q except that j1 and j2 are swapped on

�m: Since j1 has ready time 0 and j2 is delayed when going from q to
q
0
, the swap does not cause additional idle times, thus there is no

change in the total flow-time of �m due to any of the other jobs.
However, since the processing duration of j1 on �m is slightly smaller
than that of j2, the swap reduces the total flow-time of �m by the differ-
ence in durations between the pair of jobs. Therefore, sequence q is
not a Nash equilibrium, thus showing that only type E sequences
are equilibria.

We now show optimality for the system of any sequence qO,
referred to as a type O sequence, for which the machines coordinate by
simultaneously processing a sequence of pairs of jobs, each job in the
pair starts at a different machine (when J is odd, an additional job is
processed after the last pair). For each such pair of jobs, each machine
first processes the job starting on this machine, then each job
immediately starts processing on the other machine in order to leave
the system as soon as possible. More specifically, qO satisfies 1 �
qðo, 1Þ � J1, J1 þ 1 � qðo, 2Þ � J, and qðoþ 1,mÞ ¼ qðo, 3�mÞ for o ¼
1, 3, :::, 2J2 � 1 and each m, and additionally 1 � qðJ, 1Þ � J1 and
qðJ, 2Þ ¼ qðJ, 1Þ when J is odd. A type O sequence is illustrated in the
bottom diagram of Figure 8 when J is even. Note that due to the iden-
tical processing durations for all jobs on the initial machine and on the
later machine, a type O sequence utilizes the machines in the most effi-
cient way possible. This is because the system completion time of any
job (except for the last job when J is odd) exactly equals the lower
bound defined as half the sum of processing durations over both
machines and over all jobs that leave the system before and includ-
ing this job. This immediately implies that a type O sequence is
optimal for the system, as any other sequence may have additional
idle times or additional terms added to a job’s completion time.
This is due to the processing durations of jobs that leave the system

Table 2. Flow-time for job-shop with two jobs.

m ¼ 1 nm ¼ 2 [1, 2] [2, 1]

[1, 2] tð1, 1Þ þ tð2, 1Þ,
tð1, 1Þ þ 2tð1, 2Þ þ tð2, 2Þ

tð1, 1Þ þmaxftð1, 1Þ, tð2, 2Þg
þtð2, 1Þ � tð2, 2Þ,

tð2, 2Þ þmaxftð2, 2Þ, tð1, 1Þg
þtð1, 2Þ � tð1, 1Þ

[2,1] 1,1 tð2, 2Þ þ 2tð2, 1Þ þ tð1, 1Þ,
tð2, 2Þ þ tð1, 2Þ
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after this job (when J is odd the last job is processed on each
machine while the other machine is idle; however, this schedule
cannot be improved).

It remains to compute the limiting DC for this job-shop setting.
According to a type E sequence, the system completion times in c mul-
tiples are almost J2 þ 1, J2 þ 2, :::, J for machine 1’s jobs and J1 þ
1, J1 þ 2, :::, J for machine 2’s jobs. According to a type O sequence, the
system completion times in c multiples are almost 2, 4, :::, 2J1 for

machine 1’s jobs and 2, 4, :::, 2J2 for machine 2 ‘s jobs. It follows that
the limiting DC is equal to

1
2 J1ðJ2 þ 1þ JÞ þ 1

2 J2ðJ1 þ 1þ JÞ
1
2 J1ð2þ 2J1Þ þ 1

2 J2ð2þ 2J2Þ :

The proof is established because this expression simplifies to 3J2þ1
2ðJ2þ1Þ

both when J1 ¼ J2 and when J1 ¼ J2 þ 1: w
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